SEMANTIC MANIFOLD ALIGNMENT IN VISUAL FEATURE SPACE FOR ZERO-SHOT LEARNING
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ABSTRACT
Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) is getting more attention for its potential to solve a task without training examples, such as to recognize a category of unseen object in computer vision task. Most existing methods are suffered from hubness problem and semantic gap problem. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy based on Aligning Semantic Manifolds in Feature Space (ASMFS) to boost the performance of ZSL. Considering that the semantic representations must be predicted in the location of their corresponding visual instances, we adjust the predicted unseen semantic representations by the average of their K nearest neighbors (K-NN). The experimental results over two basic ZSL models and four public datasets demonstrate the universal enhancement performance of the proposed strategy. It significantly boosts the existing ZSL approaches with low over cost and outperforms eight state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Zero-Shot Learning, Semantic Manifold, Visual Feature Space

1. INTRODUCTION
Humans can distinguish 30,000 basic object classes and many more subcategories [1]. With the knowledge humans have acquired from past experience, we can also create new categories only based on some abstract descriptions. Zero-Shot Learning emulates this human thought process, which has gained growing attention recently. For ZSL approaches, the key idea is to construct models with transfer ability to distinguish unseen object classes via an intermediate-level auxiliary information called semantic class prototype. There are typically some forms of semantic class prototypes, e.g. human-annotated attributes [2], word vectors extracted automatically from online text resources or textual descriptions. Most existing ZSL approaches learn a projection from image visual feature space $\chi$ to semantic embedding space $K$ (visual-semantic mapping). In testing, unseen instances are projected into space $K$ by the mapping function, and then their classes are predicted by a nearest neighbors (NN) search, i.e. they are annotated by their nearest unseen class prototypes in the embedding space.

Many existing ZSL methods choose semantic space or construct a intermediate space as the embedding space that visual feature instances and semantic class prototypes can be aligned and better unseen semantic class prototypes can be obtained, which are applied for NN classification and will achieve better performance than the original method.

Fig. 1. Given the semantic class prototypes, the proposed method learns a semantic-visual projection. Then, manifolds of semantic class prototypes and visual feature instances can be aligned and better unseen semantic class prototypes can be obtained, which are applied for NN classification and will achieve better performance than the original method.
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proaches [5, 6] are based on ridge regression, it aggravates the problem after projecting visual feature instances into a space with lower dimensions. [4]

Another problem of ZSL is semantic gap between the visual feature and the semantic class prototypes. Specifically, the manifold of visual feature space is much distinct from that of their underlying semantic space. Thus, learning projection directly between \( \chi \) and \( K \) can be a difficult task, and make the learned classifier become high computational complex, which is at the risk of over-fitting.

In our work, in order to tackle the two problems of ZSL simultaneously, we propose a universal strategy with low over cost to boost existing ridge regression based ZSL models. To be specific, we first utilize existing ZSL methods to learn the semantic-visual projection. Then we obtain unseen semantic class prototypes in visual feature space by the projection. In order to bridge the semantic gap between visual feature instances and semantic class prototypes, we align their manifolds to obtain better semantic class prototypes. Specifically, we adjust the acquired unseen semantic class prototypes with the average of their K-NN visual instances. Thus, the new semantic class prototypes are more representative of their corresponding visual feature cluster centers. Moreover, the NN search can be more efficient in visual feature space, since it is less affected by hubness phenomenon [4]. Fig.1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed framework.

To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:

- We propose a universal strategy with low over cost to tackle hubness phenomenon and semantic gap problem simultaneously. Extensive experiments demonstrate the promising enhancement performance of the proposed strategy applied in feature space.
- The proposed strategy is universal and efficient to boost existing ridge regression based ZSL models.
- The experimental results on four public datasets show that the basic ZSL model boosted by the proposed strategy outperforms existing state-of-the-art ZSL methods.

2. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we focus on the following three aspects to compare the proposed strategy and related works.

The hubness problem The hubness problem is first defined by Radovanovic et al. [3] and they showed that it is an inherent problem occurs in high-dimensional space. There are some studies [4, 7] proved that the problem also reduces regression based ZSL methods performance. Among them, Shigeto et al. [4] proposed that ridge regression makes the hubness phenomenon worse, and suggested learning the projection from semantic space to visual feature space. Many existing models [5, 6, 8] followed this advice and achieved outstanding performances. In our work, we adjust semantic class prototypes in visual feature space to boost models that learn semantic-visual projection, thus, the proposed strategy is naturally benefited from the hubness phenomenon reduction advice.

Semantic gap Early works focus on learning a direct visual-semantic mapping [9, 10], which are suffered from the semantic gap problem. In recent years, there are a large amount of strategies to bridge the semantic gap. Most of them construct a common embedding space where visual feature instances and semantic class prototypes can be compared. Following this, Zhang et al. [11] proposed a probabilistic framework for learning a embedding space where visual and semantic embedding along with a class-independent similarity measure are learned simultaneously. However, most of them build mapping by inherent visual and semantic manifolds, while the proposed method aligns their manifolds by simple K-NN method to obtain better unseen semantic prototypes.

Transductive setting There is much information of unseen class instances, and methods utilizing unseen class instances during testing are called transductive ZSL. They obtain the manifold of target set to boost ZSL performances [12, 13, 10]. The proposed method is also transductive, and it only uses unseen class instances in the testing step to rebuild unseen semantic prototypes.

3. APPROACH

For ease of understanding, in this section, we first briefly introduce two simple regression based ZSL models, and then we describe how to apply the proposed strategy to boost these models.

3.1. Problem Formulation

Given a \( m \)-dimensional semantic embedding space \( K \) composed of \( b \) seen class semantic prototypes \( S^s \in \mathbb{R}^{b \times m} \) and \( d \) unseen class semantic prototypes \( S^u \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times m} \) and each semantic vector \( s_i \in [S^s; S^u] \) corresponds to a unique object class \( y_i \in [Y^s; Y^u] \). The input data matrix \( X = [X^s; X^u] \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times l} \) are composed of \( n \) feature vectors of \( l \) dimensions as its columns. And the corresponding semantic matrix of \( X \) becomes \( S_X = [S_X^s; S_X^u] \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times m} \). The task is to learn a projection (classifier) \( f : X \rightarrow Y \) for the seen class \( Y^s \) that is disjoint from unseen class \( Y^u \).

3.2. Two Basic Models

We introduce two ridge regression based methods, for which the proposed strategy will be applied.

Simple regression (SR) The simplest method to learn the semantic-visual projection is constructing a square loss with
norm-regularizer, i.e. the objective function is:

$$\min_{W} \| X^s - S^u W \|_F^2 + \eta \Omega(W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\Omega(W)$ is a $l_2$-norm regularizer, and $\eta$ is a trade-off parameter. $\| \cdot \|_F$ denotes Frobenius norm. The optimal projection $W$ can be obtained directly and used in testing step.

SAE [5] is simple and it achieves a strong projection that preserve the information contained in the original visual features as much as possible, resulting in the learned classifier less susceptible to domain shift. Thus, the learning objective function is:

$$\min_{W} \| X^s - S^u W^T \|_F^2 + \lambda \| X^s W - S^u \|_F^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $W^T$ denotes the transpose of projection matrix $W$, and $\lambda$ is a weighting coefficient that controls the importance of the first and second terms.

3.3. The Proposed Strategy

The inspiration of the proposed strategy is from clustering structure assumption that semantic prototypes must be predicted in the locations of their corresponding visual instances. The essence of the regression functions Eq (1-2) is predicting cluster centers of their corresponding visual instances. However, performance of a simple projection is suffered from the semantic gap problem. Thus, we adjust semantic class prototypes manifold to be aligned with visual feature instances manifold.

The proposed strategy is only applied in the testing step. First, we project unseen semantic class prototypes $s^u_i \in S^u$ from semantic embedding space to visual feature space to be $c^u_i \in E^u$ by the learned projection $W$. Then, for each $c^u_i \in E^u$, we search its K-NN unseen visual instances $N_{NN}^k(x^u_i)$ with cosine distance, and take place $c^u_i$ with $\frac{1}{K} N_{NN}^k(x^u_i)$ as new semantic class prototypes $c^v_i \in E^v$. Finally, unseen instances are annotated by their nearest new unseen semantic class prototypes.

3.4. Comparison to Related Approaches

The proposed strategy is similar with DMap proposed by Li et al. [14], since it also utilized K-NN method to re-represent semantic class prototypes. However, they need to adjust additional seen semantic class prototypes manifold, and alternately optimize the visual-semantic mapping and the semantic representations. In our work, we only build new unseen semantic class prototypes, and since our adjustment is in visual feature space, K-NN method is naturally benefited from hubness phenomenon reduction.

Soravit et al. [8] proposed a method to obtain new semantic class prototypes, and it also predicts unseen instances cluster centers in visual feature space. However, they apply a non-linear function to learn the semantic-visual projection directly, which is still suffered from semantic gap problem.

We will detailedly describe the differences between the proposed strategy with the above two methods in Section 4.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Experimental setup

Datasets We evaluate the proposed method on four standard ZSL datasets, including three small-scale standard datasets: Animals with Attributes (AwA) [2], CUB-200-2011 Birds (CUB) [15], and SUN Attributes (SUN) [16]. And a large-scale dataset ILSVRC2012/ILSVRC2010(ImNet-2) [17]. As in [5], the 1000 classes of ILSVRC2012 are used as seen classes, and 360 classes, which are not included in ILSVRC2012,of ILSVRC2010 for unseen classes. Table 1 summarizes their key characteristics.

Semantic space We use attributes provided by datasets that 85, 312 and 102-dimensional attributes for AwA, CUB and SUN, respectively. And We use semantic word vector representation provided by Kodirov et al. [5] for the large-scale dataset. They trained a skip-gram test model on a corpus of 4.6M Wikipedia dataset to obtain the word vectors.

Visual features As for all small datasets, we use features extracted from GoogLeNet(1024 dimensions) [18] and VGG-19(4096 dimensions) [19]. Those features are provided by Changpinyo et al. [20] and Zhang et al. [21], respectively. And the ImNet-2 features are provided by Kodirov et al. [5].

Parameter settings The proposed strategy only has one parameter, i.e. the number of $K$ for K-NN method. And there is one parameter $\eta$ of the simple regression and one parameter $\lambda$ of SAE [5]. We follow Ye et al. [23] to obtain validation set from seen class data and select parameters on it. Then, we use the selected parameters on original source and target sets.

Evaluation metric We use multi-way classification accuracy as in previous work [5] for the three small datasets, while hit@K classification accuracy is used as in [24] for the large-scale dataset. We report hit@5 accuracy, that means, the test image is classified to be correct if it is among the top 5 labels.

Implementation details We apply the proposed strategy on two regression based methods, i.e. ASMFS-SR and

| Table 1. Benchmark datasets. We follow Kodirov et al [5] to use the same splits of all the datasets. |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Dataset | instances | Attribute-D | seen/unseen class |
| CUB [15] | 11788 | 312 | 150/50 |
| SUN [16] | 14340 | 102 | 707/10 |
| ImNet-2 [17] | 254000 | 1000 | 1000/360 |
### Table 2. ZSL accuracy (%) achieved by the proposed methods and state-of-the-art approaches on four benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>methods</th>
<th>small-scale dataset</th>
<th>large-scale dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE [5]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang [6]</td>
<td>A/W</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-Voc [22]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXEM($Syn^{Cstruct}$) [8]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRL-LP [23]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMap [14]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSVD [13]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASTE [12]</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASMFS-SR</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASMFS-SAE</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Accuracy (%) achieved by the two basic methods and the results boosted by the proposed strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>AwA</th>
<th>CUB</th>
<th>SUN</th>
<th>ImNet-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR/ASMFS-SR</td>
<td>76.5/88.9</td>
<td>52.7/57.8</td>
<td>87.0/93.0</td>
<td>26.1/27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE/ASMFS-SAE</td>
<td>82.2/93.3</td>
<td>53.2/61.2</td>
<td>90.5/94.0</td>
<td>27.2/30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASMFS-SAE, which are based on SR and SAE, respectively. As for ASMFS-SR we normalize $X_s$ and $X_u$ by zero-mean normalization, and normalize $S_s$ and $S_u$ by min-max normalization. While for ASMFS-SAE, since we found SAE is sensitive to data normalization, and there is no clear strategy to choose correct normalizations for different datasets, we apply code provided by Kodirov et al. [5] on AwA and ImNet-2, and implement code on CUB and SUN by ourselves.

### 4.2. Zero-Shot Classification Results

#### 4.2.1. Compared with the state-of-the-art

We compared the proposed methods with seven existing ZSL models, including four inductive methods and four transductive methods on the small-scale datasets. As for the large-scale dataset, three methods are used to compare with the proposed methods. Most of them are published in the past two years and clearly represent the state-of-the-art. From the results in Table 2, where ‘S’ means semantic embedding, ‘A’ illustrates attribute, and ‘W’ means word vector. ‘-’ means that no reported results are available, ‘+’ means ‘and’, and ‘/’ means ‘or’. ‘T’ or ‘I’ denotes transductive or inductive methods. $F_G$, $F_V$ denotes features extracted from GoogLeNet [18] and VGG19 [19], respectively. $N_G$ indicates neural network based methods. ASMFS-SR and ASMFS-SAE means the simple regression method and SAE boosted by the proposed strategy, respectively. ASMFS-SAE achieves best performances on AwA, SUN and ImNet-2, and obtains outstanding result on CUB with GoogleNet features. Even simplest regression based method ASMFS-SR achieves outstanding performances on all datasets, including the large-scale dataset.

DMap [14] is similar as the proposed method, but it is much more complex than the proposed method as we mentioned in Section 3.4. And DMap reached 61.8% on CUB, while ASMFS-SAE achieves similar performance (61.2%) with GoogLeNet features even if it is simpler. On AwA, DMap utilized features extracted from VGG19. In such settings, ASMFS-SAE outperforms DMap by 5.3%. We argue that the primary cause of the limited performance of DMap is the hubness problem, since it learns a visual-semantic projection based on a ridge regression method.

EXEM($Syn^{Cstruct}$) [8] directly predicts unseen classes centers in visual feature space so that it is a hard task to bridge the semantic-visual projection due to the semantic gap problem. Unlike it, the proposed method aligns the two manifolds to resist the problem so that it outperforms EXEM($Syn^{Cstruct}$) by 16.1% on AwA with GoogLeNet features.

In summary, benefited from hubness phenomenon reduction and manifold alignment, even simple models boosted by the proposed strategy can obtain outstanding performances. Because of the better performance of methods with GoogleNet features, in the following we will give analysis results with GoogleNet features. 

#### 4.2.2. Enhancement ability

Table 3 illustrates the performance improvements over the two basic methods. These results demonstrate that in all cases, the proposed strategy can significantly boost their performance.
Table 4. Accuracy (%) achieved by SR/ASMFS-SR in semantic embedding space (SS) and visual feature space (VS) on AwA and CUB, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>SS AwA</th>
<th>SS CUB</th>
<th>SS Average</th>
<th>VS AwA</th>
<th>VS CUB</th>
<th>VS Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR/ASMFS-SR</td>
<td>60.3/66.1</td>
<td>35.5/37.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>76.5/88.9</td>
<td>52.7/57.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Visualisation of the distribution of the 10 unseen class images on AwA using t-SNE [25]. Different classes as well as their corresponding new class representations (squares in (a), (b) and (c), and circles in (d)) are shown in different colours. (c) and (d) are copied from [6] and [8], respectively.

Fig. 3. Accuracy of different K value on three small datasets.

4.2.3. Importance of visual feature space

In order to validate applying the proposed strategy in visual feature space is better than its in semantic embedding space, we also implement the proposed strategy in semantic embedding space on AwA and CUB. SR only learns the semantic-visual projection, so we rebuild the simple regression and its objective function becomes:

$$\min_W \|X'W - S^v_s\|^2_F + \eta \Omega(W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where all the variables have the same meaning as Eq (1). Since SAE is sensitive to data normalization, in order to avoid the effect of man-made poor data normalization, we only provide results of SR.

From the results of Table 4, the proposed strategy applied in visual feature space has better performances than its in semantic embedding space. There are two reasons for these results, the first one is that SR is ridge regression based method and learning the visual-semantic projection can make the hubness problem worse [4]. The other reason is that proposed strategy is based on K-NN method, thus it is also affected by hubness phenomenon and it is naturally benefited by semantic-visual projection. Thus, the proposed strategy improves the performances (average in 8.8%) in visual feature space more than their (average in 3.8%) in semantic embedding space.

4.2.4. Selection of optimal K

For ASMFS-SAE, we tested $K = \{k|k = 5n, n = [1, \ldots, 120]\}$ on the three small-scale datasets. Fig.3 shows some prominent results with some K values on the three small datasets. The optimal K is data dependent, and the proposed method achieves outstanding performances when K is set to be the average of sample numbers of each train set class(AwA: 618, CUB: 60, SUN: 20). Thus, it can be a guidance to choose the optimal K.

4.2.5. Further analysis

The proposed strategy makes semantic prototypes closer to clustering centers. Therefore, the new semantic class proto-
types can well represent cluster centers. Fig.2((a), (c) and (d)) illustrate our new semantic prototypes are closer to their corresponding class centers than the other two methods (Soravit et al [8] and Zhang et al [6]) which represent state-of-the-art. In Fig. 2(d), most of the new class prototypes are not close to their cluster centers. In Fig 2(c), only one new class prototype of the blue cluster in the middle is close to the cluster center.

In Fig. 2(a) of the proposed method, there are at least three new class prototypes close to their cluster centers: Dark green cluster, light green cluster, light blue cluster, respectively. Fig.2(a) and (b) shows that the method boosted by the proposed strategy obtains better class centers. Most of the new class prototypes are closer to their cluster centers after the enhancement of the proposed method. It once again validate the proposed strategy has significant effectiveness that it obtains better semantic class prototypes.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an universal strategy with low over cost that significantly boosts existing ridge regression based ZSL models. The key idea is that using a K-NN method to align manifolds of visual feature instances and semantic class prototypes in visual feature space. Extensive experiments show that the method boosted by the proposed strategy outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods and validate the enhancement of the proposed method. It once again validate the proposed strategy has significant effectiveness that it obtains better semantic class prototypes.
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